
Class Attire Guide 
 
Unless otherwise specified, suggested attire for girls for all classes includes: a leotard and tights, and then atop 
that, they can wear form-fitting clothes that will keep them comfortable/warm (i.e., t-shirts, long-sleeved tees, 
bike shorts, dance skirts, leggings, etc.). Boys should wear form-fitting shirts and shorts, leggings, or slim-cut 
athletic pants. They may want to consider a dance belt for comfort as they get older. Please avoid any loose-
fitting, restrictive, and/or uncomfortable/distracting clothing. Hair must be secured away from the face for all 
classes. Students that are not dressed appropriately for class may be asked not to participate for their safety. For 
recommendations for specific styles, please see the detailed shoe and apparel guide. 
 

 
CLASSES WITH SPECIFIC ATTIRE REQUIREMENTS 

 
ACRO  
Leotard (any color), cropped tights (any color), and/or form-fitting top and shorts or leggings permitted—dancers 
should be cognizant that they will be going upside down and should plan dancewear accordingly  
 
BALLET TECHNIQUE 
Black leotard, pink tights, form-fitting black top and black shorts permitted 
 
JUMP, TURN & STRETCH  
Leotard (any color), tights (any color), and/or form-fitting top and shorts or leggings permitted 
 

 
SHOE REQUIREMENTS 

 
ACRO & FLEXIBILITY 
Barefoot OR socks with grips 
 
BALLET 
Girls: Pink Leather Ballet Slippers • Boys: Black Leather Ballet Slippers — NOTE: preferably without ties 
 
TAP 
Girls: Tan/Skintone Tap Shoes • Boys: Black Tap Shoes • Adults: Black Tap Shoes 
 
JAZZ 
Tan/Skintone Jazz Shoes — NOTE: preferably slip-on style 
 
COMPANY—TECHNIQUE & CHOREOGRAPHY 
Girls: Tan/Skintone Jazz Shoes • Boys: Black Jazz Shoes — NOTE: preferably slip-on style 
 
TEAM PURPLE LYRICAL 
Tan/Skintone Leather Lyrical Shoes 
 
HIP HOP, STRENGTH & CONDITIONING, & CHEER 
Clean, never-worn-outside sneakers to class until a specific shoe is decided for recital 
 
CONTEMPORARY 
Tan/Skintone Jazz Shoes 
 
MUSICAL THEATRE 
Tan/Skintone Jazz Shoes 
 
 
We do carry an assortment of sanitized, used dance shoes that are available for sale (cash only). Sizes and styles 
are not guaranteed, but you are more than welcome to come by the studio to see what we have! 


